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Once upon a time on a small Island, aerial view of the beginnings of clearcutting on Galiano in 1987, see ‘Letters,’ page 5.

Commentary ~ Jerry Azevedo

The Great PMFL Tax Scam
Four years ago this month, then Minister of
Sustainable Resource Management Stan Hagen
announced the creation of a public/private
corporation to oversee forestry on private lands
in BC. His press release trumpeted:
‘Sustainability Boosted On Private Managed
Forest Lands.’ Last month the community of
Galiano found out exactly what he meant by
‘sustainability.’ At a meeting with Private
Managed Forest Land Council representatives
convened at the community’s request by the
Local Trust Committee, Council Chair Trevor
Swan explained: ‘Forests are like cornfields;
you cut them down and they grow back.’
Swan’s remarks confirmed what many in
the Islands Trust area have long suspected: the
new provincial regulations for forestry on
private Managed Forest lands, while providing
a welcome subsidy to forest owners, are
antithetical to the most basic tenets of the
Islands Trust Act.

The Difference Between
Cornfields and Forests: A
Primer
The very creation of the Islands Trust
recognized the unique character of these
Islands and the importance of this environment
to the small rural communities that live here
and to the province as a whole. The province set
up the Islands Trust with a special
conservation-oriented
responsibility
to
preserve and protect the Trust Area and its
unique amenities and environment.
With respect to the islands’ forests, the
position of Trust policies is clear: ‘Forest
ecosystems in the Trust Area should be
protected’ (Policy 3.2.1). ‘Forest cover is a
representative characteristic of the Trust
Islands and should be maintained’ (Policy
4.2.4). ‘The aesthetic value of forest land should
be protected’ (Policy 4.2.5). ‘Tree cover on the
islands is of great importance and should be

preserved’ (Policy 5.2.2).
How many different ways could they say it?
Communities in the Islands Trust Area see the
forest, not just the trees. And not ears of corn.
Which is not to say that cutting trees is a sin
on these islands. Quite the contrary, Islands
Trust Policy recognizes that forestry is a
traditional land use in the Trust Area and
supports sustainable forestry as an appropriate
form of land use (Policy 4.2.1).
It’s how forestry is practiced on the islands
that’s important. ‘Sustainable forestry’ in the
context of the Trust Area depends on
maintaining the ecological integrity of the forest
and owners should adjust their forest plans and
activities to achieve that (Policies 4.2.2 and
4.2.3)—selective cutting at a rate that matches
the growth of the forest. That’s how most
people would interpret ‘sustainable forestry.’
Nothing in the Islands Trust Act or policies
envisions the sort of industrial slash forestry
that is a common sight on great swaths of
Vancouver Island and elsewhere in the
province, all of it sanctioned by the Private
Managed Forest Land (PMFL) Act and its
Regulations.

Tax-subsidized Clearcuts …
and Development
But the PMFL legislation wasn’t about
sustainability anyway, despite the forkedtongue press releases. It was about tax
subsidies for corporate giants. Tax subsidies
and tax shelters for real estate development.
Unlike most land in BC, which is assessed
for tax purposes on the value of the land on the
open market, private forestland in the managed
forest tax class is assessed on its presumed
ability to grow trees. This value, set by the
province in a table attached to the Assessment
Act, depends on the region, the topography, the
accessibility, and the soil type. For example, in
PMFL SCAM, please turn to page, 10

New information will
delay Q of N report
On October 3, BC Ferries issued an addendum to
their original Divisional Report on the March 22,
2006 sinking of the Queen of the North. The
addendum called into question their original finding
that, during the time the ferry was proceeding in a
straight line from Sainty Point to its collision with Gil
Island, both the fourth officer and the trainee
quartermaster were on the bridge. This led to a
conclusion that the two failed to keep a proper
lookout.
However, new evidence from crew members
indicates that, during rescue operations, the
quartermaster had stated that she was alone on the
bridge. While this would not change the conclusion
about the failure to keep a proper lookout, it would
call into question some of the findings of the expected
Transportation Safety Board report on the sinking,
which were based on the quartermaster’s evidence to
the TSB enquiry. The fourth officer did not testify
about the critical time period.
This new finding added to the uncertainty about
the cause of the sinking. Critics continue to question
the adequacy of bridge personnel training, based on
a TSB advisory May 11 and allegations from the
former BC Ferries Safety Director, Darrin Bowland,
who resigned a few days after the sinking. And five
days after the sinking, BC Ferries staff were
reportedly ordered to destroy manuals that may have
been pertinent to the incident.
The Transportation Safety Board has indicated that
the new information will delay the release of their
report, which had been expected within the next few
weeks. It was expected that the report would
comment on the safety of ferries without watertight
bulkheads separating hull compartments. Besides
the Queen of the North, the Queen of Prince Rupert
and the Queen of Chilliwack, both of which operate
on the north coast, have single-compartment hulls.
North Coast MLA Gary Coons has repeatedly called
for a public enquiry. 

Thousands of Vancouver Island students
will be taking charge of their own
contributions to climate change and
becoming superheroes in the process,
thanks to the Climate Change
Showdown, an innovative in-class
workshop being delivered by the BC
Sustainable
Energy
Association
(BCSEA).
The Showdown had its launch at a
Victoria’s Central Middle School last
week, and will be delivered to more than
an hundred Grade 5 and 6 classes in the
Capital Regional District and in other
communities on Vancouver Island and
throughout BC. The Showdown will
deliver the message of action on climate
change to 500 classes and 15,000
families across the province during the
upcoming school year.
The free Climate Change Showdown
workshops are a fun and informative way
to engage students in the scientific, social
and technological issues surrounding
climate change. As well as providing vital
information about climate change, the
program will result in a significant
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
and will improve air quality through the
actions of participating students and
their families.
Central
Middle
School
was
enthusiastic about the program. Viceprincipal Ken Andrews said the
presentation ‘provided our students with
important information and generated a
great deal of excitement about creating
the kind of future they desire as the
citizens and leaders of tomorrow.’
‘This is an excellent opportunity for
both teachers and students to enter the
Climate Change Showdown contest
taking the fun of learning to the next step
of real lasting behaviour change and
tangible action,’ said BCSEA vicepresident Scott Sinclair.
The BCSEA is able to offer the Climate
Change Showdown workshops thanks to
generous
contributions
from
Environment Canada, VanCity, City of
Vancouver, Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corporation, City of Coquitlam
and City of Richmond.
To learn more about the Climate
Change Showdown Project, visit
www.bcsea.org/ccshowdown/. 

We are adding to our Archives—visit often to get news and
background to current topics. PDF articles and past editions are
easy to read and to email to friends
and colleagues.
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Metaphor & Method,
Shock and Awe

AT FULFORD HARBOUR
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When the review copy of Naomi Klein’s new book, The Shock
Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism, arrived, the editor
told me I couldn’t have it to read; she had started it and wouldn’t
send it to me. ‘It’s the story of my lifetime, it all makes sense,
now!’ she said. I had to go straight to a Sechelt bookstore and buy
their last copy. People’s desire to actually read it, speaks to the
relevance of this substantial and significant volume, a selective
economic and political history of the last fifty years. And
surprisingly readable it is.
For me, shock lies in the darkness of the narrative; awe in that
it could be so cogently explained, by 37-year-old Canadian
Naomi Klein. The book is an exposé of recent history, a
revelation of our times. It is breathtaking in its scope; disturbing
in its implications of widespread amorality. Klein’s thesis is that
modern international capitalism, founded on deregulation,
privatization, corporatism, free markets, and the manipulation
of governments, must overcome democracy before it can be
implemented.
And the only way democracy can be temporarily be defeated
is through shock and disaster, natural or contrived: economic,
environmental, political, genocidal, and war. It is convincing and
thoroughly researched, including 70 pages of end notes.
Focussed on her almost forensic account, Klein’s book talks
little about alternatives, although its implications are that she
favours mixed economies with social safety nets.
Instead of making sense of their lives and times, readers who
have not been adults for the last forty years will want to know
how we got to this point, what are today’s most dangerous pitfalls
and to look for clues in avoiding them. This is history to learn
from, all the more effective because it took place within a
generation, still living.

Metaphor
For Klein, ‘shock’ is both a metaphor and a method that her book
exposes. Shock can result in a ‘blank slate’ on which can be
written a new economic order. Her metaphor is built with an
chilling account of the electroshock therapy carried out on
unsuspecting patients by Dr Ewen Cameron at McGill
University in the 1950s, supported by the CIA. The object was to
create in his subjects a ‘blank slate’ on which could be written a
new personality. (It was not effective in the patriarchal way
Cameron envisaged. But the methods were soon taught and
used as torture in a South American crusade against dissent.)

Method
Her narrative of the many faces of the ‘shock doctrine’ trace the
theory of the new fundamental capitalism back to economist
Milton Friedman at the University of Chicago and a US
Government project to sponsor the education there of Latin
American economists in the 1950s. Friedman was a staunch
believer in minimal government and an opponent of mixed
economies; and needless to say, a confirmed enemy of anything
that might be tinged with ‘socialism.’
After graduation, his ‘Chicago Boys’ were sent out thoroughly
imbued with the need to change the world into a completely
unregulated free market. It must have made big business lick its
lips.
Backed by university and government, they started in the
developing countries of Latin America, whose governments
were beginning to play a role in both the ‘commanding heights’
of the economy, and in improving the welfare of their people,
many of whom were poor.
But governments could be made unstable, leaders
assassinated, economic crises created, and when dictators came
to power, the Chicago Boys were waiting with their prewritten
and non-negotiable policies of deregulation, privatization, free
trade, and the destruction of the social safety net, pegged to the
funding to get over the ‘crises.’
Thus corporatism started by taking advantage of the turmoil
that came with military coups and crooked elections in Chile,
Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil in the 1970s. Klein is explicit but
her narrative doesn’t stop there, right along with the Chicago
boys, it rampages through Indonesia, the UK under Margaret
Thatcher, Bolivia, Poland, Russia, China, South Africa, Thailand,
South Korea, the Philippines, Sri Lanka; even the remaking of
New Orleans after hurricane Katrina. Ending inevitably with
Iraq, where ‘shock and awe’ were a declared military tactic.
The conclusion is clear, the untrammeled free market as
economic nirvana is a myth. It can only be imposed by the
utmost brutality and even then fails miserably again and again.
Klein is no armchair writer; she has spent a good deal of time
in contemporary ‘shock doctrine’ victim countries. She makes it
clear that drastic change to democracy can only be implemented
in a brief period while a population is disoriented, whatever the

Hilary Newitt Brown – 1909-2007
At 98 years of age, Hilary Brown died peacefully on
September 28 at Heron Rocks, Hornby Island. Hilary was the
first Chair of the Islands Trust in 1974. Her commitment to
the preservation of the Gulf Islands’ unique environment was
just another chapter in her long life of social activism.
Born in Scotland in 1909, Hilary was always a woman
ahead of her time. She trained as an interpreter and was
studying at university in Germany during the rise of Nazism.
While assisting the resistance, she wrote her first book,
Women Must Choose, which urged women to select the
social system that fostered their goals. Driven out of
Germany, with her lifelong companion, Harrison Brown, she
emigrated to Hornby Island in 1937. They continued to
lecture across North America and to write about world
conditions while working for their new community.
Hornby Island was a small place in those days, with about
125 people, connected to the land, with not much money. Her
first project was the formation of a all volunteer credit union
in 1942. In 1959, she started the Hornby food co-op.
Nationally, she worked for the Voice of Women and many
peace organizations, and received several honours for her
untiring dedication to these causes.
Journalist, photographer, and broadcaster, Harrison
died in 1977. Hilary was also predeceased by two sisters,
Margaret Apps and Lorna Scott. She is survived by her
Hornby Island community and by the families of her sisters
and of Chris and Felicity Whittaker. Felicity is Harrison’s
daughter.
She donated her own land to the Heron Rocks Friendship
Centre Society, which, inspired by Hilary, is dedicated to
fostering environmental and social harmony. While her voice
and pen are now silent, her contributions live on.
Contributions in her name may be made to the Heron Rocks
Friendship Centre Society, Hornby Island, BC, V0R 1Z0.
source of the shock.
In Iraq, she is willing to suggest that the same corporations
who profit from the manufacture of weapons also position
themselves to profit from rebuilding. If so, then the object of war
becomes not victory, but continued war.
This brings us to an incisive point. In the past, Klein has often
asserted that corporatism damages society, overrides human
rights, and attacks community and culture at local, national, and
international levels. Now she concludes, with considerable
certainty, that modern corporatism cannot be implemented
without violence: physical, sociological, political, economic, or
all four. It benefits few and leaves many in an abysmal state.

Looking For an Answer
It’s a devastating assertion, savage in its very existence, and
Klein has made the incredible, credible. It is a powerful
expression of morality, independent of any ideological
framework. It demands an answer.
This is where things get interesting; so far, there has been no
answer. Klein’s moral statement remains without rebuttal, in
particular from the protagonists of economic power. Even the
negative reviews seem equivocal.
As evidence, some words from economist and Nobel Prize
winner Joseph Stiglitz, former president of the World Bank.
‘Klein is not an academic and cannot be judged as one. There are
many places in her book where she oversimplifies. But Friedman
and the other shock therapists were also guilty of
oversimplification, basing their belief in the perfection of market
economies on models that assumed perfect information, perfect
competition, perfect risk markets. Indeed, the case against these
policies is even stronger than the one Klein makes. They were
never based on solid empirical and theoretical foundations, and
even as many of these policies were being pushed, academic
economists were explaining the limitations of markets—for
instance, whenever information is imperfect, which is to say
always.’ (I would term Klein’s story as simple, not simplistic.)
Counterpunch, damning with faint praise.: ‘Capitalism, after
all, as always been a shock doctrine of selfish predation, as one
can discover from Hobbes and Locke, Marx and Weber, none of
them saluted by Klein. Read the vivid accounts of the
Hammonds about the English enclosures of the eighteenth
century, when villagers would find nailed to the door of the
parish church an announcement their common lands had been
privatized. …The wrenching conversion of peasant societies to
cash economics, private property, the job regime, has always
been brutal. …Klein’s outrage is admirable. Her specific exposés
across six decades of infamy are often excellent, but in her larger
ambitions her metaphors betray her. From the anti-capitalist
point of view she’s too gloomy by half. A capitalism that thrives
best on the abnormal, on disasters, is by definition in decline.’
Did this reviewer get it? In fact, criticism of the book has
tended toward the ad hominem. Klein has been accused by the
SHOCK DOCTRINE, please turn to page 6
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Saturna Notes ~Priscilla Ewbank
all it is—leaves are falling, night is falling,
rain also! There have been the most
wonderfully variegated bottlebrush
caterpillars steaming around on their many
stumpy legs. Every fall I vow to photograph
them and educate myself as to what they look
like when they make the transformation from
crawler to wings and what their formal names
are—next year!
The orb weaver spiders have intricate nets
placed in areas of high air-flow wherever they
can also solidly anchor their guy lines. The
females are the spinners and when filled with
eggs they are a sight to behold—a bulging
patterned bag with skinny legs which moves
lightening fast or sits brooding—fascinating and
kinda repulsive!
A week or so ago, the first little gang of
juncos pulled in from who knows where and are
busily doing junco things round about the
house. Visiting Boat Passage, with two of our
Saturna Ecological Education Centre high
school students, we saw about 500 surf scoters
on the Georgia Strait side of the passage. It was
hugely exciting to see that much wildlife riding
the current, shifting about in groups and
clumps—and so silent! The students are
creating a local intertidal field guide as their
Independent Study Project.
Robins now line our road in the early
morning and in one particular spot the rough
skinned newts make their perilous crossing
from one sedgy verge to the other.
The newts—tiny, cold dinosaurs—are
celebrities of my grandchildren’s daily walk to
the Store. One of the favorite parts of
Thanksgiving is the time taken to be with my
younsters and ‘browse’ along paths and roads.
We are engaged in collecting all the gold leaves
you could possibly want, stirring puddles,
touching the world surrounding our lives,
moving from one intrigue to the next.

F

Parks Canada Liaison
Committee
The Saturna Island Parks Canada Liaison
Committee had its fall meeting. John Combes
stepped down from his position as Chair to
thanks from the community and Parks Canada.
I was elected the new chair, Lorne Bolton is
vice-chair and Annie Simmonds is secretary.
Richard Blagborn was accepted as a memberat-large and Patricia Sims as a representative
for Saturna Island Property Owners
Association. The committee then met with
Parks Canada personnel.

Gulf Island National Park
Reserve News
Carolyn Stewart is enquiring if anyone knows of
a name for Lot 65, which is the part of the Belle
Chain Islets, off Samuel Island. Parks Canada
would like something more specific than Lot 65
to apply to the islet and are hoping that oldtime
mariners or fishermen or locals might recall a
name.
In relation to the East Point Foghorn
building project, Ron Hamilton reminds that
Parks Canada’s mandate is, first and foremost,
functional ecosystems, habitat biodiversity and
protection of the natural amenities. Pat Carney
has done terrific work on the project of turning
the building into an interpretive centre along
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with Richard Blagborn. Pat pointed out that the
panoply of western European exploration took
place within viewing distance of East Point
which makes it a natural for the history of
exploration and lighthouses. One of the main
technical issues is getting power to the building.
Another question was about the wreck of the
Robertson II on Minx Reef. All efforts to raise
her have been abandoned and she lies on the
big rock. Parks Canada has no jurisdiction over
the wreck, Transport Canada is responsible.
Apparently, there is a Receiver of Wrecks. Local
response is mixed. Some say she is a grand
tourist attraction, others a navigation hazard,
the coastguard has examined her for
contamination and pollution and claim all is
well. It remains to be seen what a winter of
storms will bring.
Because Parks Canada received about 7,000
visitors last year, Pat Carney felt that it would
be interested to know that the two stores, the
community hall, the rec centre, the lodge and
several B&Bs are all on the Lyall Harbour/ Boot
Cove Water System. Last week, the system
received about $34,000 worth of work on dam
remediation and valve upgradings. For the last
two years the system has had severe water use
restrictions.
Campsite development sparked much
interest. Seven camp sites will be developed at
Narvaez Bay this year. At this point, no sites will
be considered at Winter Cove. There was much
questioning about who will monitor the camp
sites and if a reservation system is in place? A
response from Ron Hamilton was that they are
starting very small and will be monitoring the
project closely. Parks Canada is starting
feasibility studies for camping on Portland
Island and Sidney Spit, including consideration
of soil types and archeology.
The Lyall Creek salmon restoration project
is finished. A study of the health of black
oystercatcher populations is taking place—
oystercatchers are an indicator population.
Athena George had 1,508 attendees at this
summer’s health of the intertidal zone
workshops.
There were 27 calls for assistance last
summer. Three were for public safety; five for
wildlife—seal pups etc; 19 for camping
infractions, the main issue was illegal campfires
on Cabbage Island, none on Saturna and one on
Tumbo; and four incidents of Rock Cod fishing
in the Belle Chain Islets.
Interpretive signs will be put up at Lyall
Creek, Mount Warburton Pike and East Point.
Todd Shannon states that, this year, there will
be an emphasize on trail signage and well as
trail development and construction in Narvaez
Bay, with day-use emphasize at Echo Bay,
hardening of the trail out to the eastern point,
and a figure-8 trail to Monarch Head.
Parks Canada is working with BC
Ambulance service on an agreement about care
for injured people.

Residents support pesticide reduction
A detailed study of pesticide use by Capital
Region residents shows overwhelming support
for measures aimed at reducing the nonessential use of weed killers and other
pesticides in their lawns and gardens.
The Ipsos-Reid study, commissioned by the
Capital Regional District and paid for in part by
some area municipalities, electoral areas, the
Islands Trust and the Canadian Cancer Society,
indicates that 76% of local residents would
support their municipality passing a bylaw
restricting pesticide use in the home and
garden.
At the same time, 54% of respondents
expressed a willingness to try non-chemical
products and practices citing concerns about
their health and the environment. One-half of
those surveyed reported practicing some form
of alternative weed or pest control within the
last year.
‘These results show a strong willingness
among local residents to accept proposed
pesticide bylaws and educate themselves about
eco-friendly alternatives,’ said Paul West, chair
of the CRD Roundtable on the Environment’s
Pesticide Reduction Subcommittee.
‘It means that through education and
regulation we can work together to make our
environment safer for future generations,’ said
West.
The Roundtable produced a model pesticide
bylaw that was distributed to all area
municipalities. A number of municipalities
including Victoria are moving toward or have
expressed an interest in adopting a similar
bylaw.
The CRD has been meeting with

representatives from some area municipalities
and the Canadian Cancer Society to discuss
ways to cooperate on educating the public
about pesticides and their alternatives.
Using the survey results, the CRD and
participating municipalities plan to launch a
public education campaign to inform residents
about the risks of using pesticides, the use of
non-chemical products and practices, and
proper disposal of hazardous household
materials.
‘People seem willing to change, but this
study suggests they need more information,’
West said.
The Ipsos-Reid survey involved 800
telephone interviews with CRD residents
between August 27 and September 11.
Some other findings:
• 84% of respondents dispose of pesticides
and other hazardous household materials at an
approved recycling or disposal facility;
• 44% of respondents reported using
pesticides on their lawn or garden in the last
two years;
• 46% of respondents suggested the CRD
undertake a public education campaign to
teach homeowners about alternatives;
• Almost one-quarter of respondents—
23%—said they would likely continue using
pesticides;
• Among the barriers respondents cited to
changing their habits were the perception that
natural methods are less effective than
pesticides (12%), a lack of information (11 %),
and time (10%).
The report can be viewed in its entirety at
www.crd.bc.ca. 

Saturna Environmental
Education Camp
The first SEEC camp was a huge success. Home
schoolers and some parents and siblings from
Salt Spring and the Duncan area spent three
SATURNA, please turn to page 6
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Editorial: Wrecking Something Unique
Galiano and its issues feature big in our pages this edition. This
is because of two things. We are overwhelmed by letters from
this Island and because in our opinion there is a great deal at
stake here (see PMFL story, page 1 and the second half of
‘Letters’).
Evidently, the PMFL Act is a piece of machiavellian
legislation, typical of the Liberals, which affects huge areas of the
province, ripping off the whole population for the benefit of a
few. Not only is it unfair legislation, it is sloppy, as reported by it
its council; they don’t know what they are doing (apart from the
handouts) or how the legislation applies in many situations. The
PMFL should be repealed or over-hauled.
As trustee emeritus Margaret Griffith says, Galiano is once
again the canary in the coalmine. Pure greed means that this
community could almost unwittingly be fed to the mills of profit
next Saturday.
This would be a deep irony. Galiano is the one jurisdiction in
the province where the claws of this legislation could not rake
deep. How so? Galiano has been over the coals for more than
twenty years. It’s community has discussed endlessly how a
small forested island can have its community live, not only in
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harmony with, but in celebration of its trees.
Not only has it talked, it has worked tirelessly and it has longsince legislated how to do this. Considering the resources of the
forces, corporate and otherwise (and their monetary gain)
mustered against the community, this is an heroic struggle.
Gratifyingly, this work has paid off bigtime. Galiano has
created unassailable forest policies in its OCP; the only Island to
do so. This means that if only they don’t succumb to the
outrageous bylaws thrust upon them they can continue to be a
vibrant, self-determining community.
However, not only are they the only island to have protected
itself from rampage, they may be the only community on the
coast that can protect itself.
Let’s return to the PMFL. Does it in fact tie the hands of all BC
forest communities? Will all OCPs have to remain unchanged,
petrified, in order for local government to continue to govern?
Intolerable. Who thought that up? As we said, it’s time to repeal
the PMFL.
Meanwhile the canary sings. Galiano will congregate to hear
its own disallowed voices in celebration the night before the
hearing. How Galiano! How tremendous!

Readers’ Letters
What Do Ferry Communities Think?
Dear Editor:
On Gabriola Island there is a grass roots movement to collect the
opinions of ferry users on the ever-increasing ferry fares.
We are sending our survey questions to Island Tides as we
wish to reach other ferry depend communities. The hope is to
start, once again, to unite all communities with a united voice.
Presenting it to Transportation Minister Kevin Falcon, with
copies made to go to your local MLA.
Below is the survey we are using. The survey can be altered for
other communities.We asked that name, address and signature
be included.
1. How often do you use the ferry? (Daily/ Weekly)
2. Are you able to afford commuter tickets? Yes/ No
3. Are you in favour of a return to government subsidized
ferry service? Yes/ No
4. Are the rising ferry fares affecting your ability to live on
Gabriola? Yes/ No
5. What do you think of the ferry fare increases?
We hope is that each community would take on the big task
of canvassing their ferry users. Then deliver the survey to their
MLA’s with style and a lot of noise.
For more information you can contact 250-247-8208.
Veronica Hartman, Gabriola Island

Afghanistan Not The Way To Express
Our Identity
Dear Editor:
Patrick Brown’ commentary ‘Peace in Afghanistan—made in
Canada’ underscores the mounting pressure on Canada to ‘build
its identity’ by taking on a ‘leadership role’ in Afghanistan.
Canada doesn’t need an ‘objectified’ identity. As Marshall
McLuhan said, ‘Canada is the only country in the world that
knows how to live without an identity.’ Pierre Berton observed
‘One of the unifying forces of Canada is the long debate about
who we are.’
Arthur Erickson argued, ‘Canada’s lack of national identity
will prove to be our strength in the next century as the world
moves towards a ‘humanity-wide consciousness,’… by having no
history of cultural or political hegemony—almost no history at all
to hinder us—we are welcomed over all other nations. We are
more open to, curious about, and perceptive of other cultures.’
But Canada is being encouraged, by NATO, by the Senlis
Council and by some Canadian conservatives to buy into the
dangerously superficial notion that ‘The war in Afghanistan
should be seen as an opportunity to express ‘who we are as
Canadians.’
McLuhan probed deeply into this issue of ‘identity’ noting
that it was too commonly a source of collective schizophrenia.
He also pointed out that ‘Narcissus’ and ‘narcosis’ (numbness)
come from the same stem, and that the problem was that
Narcissus fell in love with a reflection of himself.
In Afghanistan and across the imaginary-line border into
Pakistan, there are 190,000,000 Muslims in diverse tribal and
religious variants and we have 2,500 troops there. The Senlis
vision is a proud vision of a courageous Canada that vanquishes
the forces of evil and never retreats—a ‘good ship Canada’ that
we could fall in love with, not recognizing that it is an only an
extension of ourselves. Senlis, full of this narcissist selfimportance, warns ‘our failure or premature pull-out will mean
unending terror for our children and their children’... huh?
Ted Lumley, Pender Island
Ed’s Note: A telling point. So Canada falls into a scenario which
tells us we can make hay out of colonial-style interfering in a
‘good’ way.
However, I am are still left with the uneasy knowledge that
Canadian citizens do now need a greater cohesiveness.
Jingoism may not be an answer but we need enough sense of
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Canadianess (not gained from TV images) in order to prevent
the slide into being the 51st state, an all too-likely scenario.
Especially now the Arctic is open.
Perhaps ‘saving others’ is not the way. (Remember, the best
charity is the one in which the receiver never knows the identity
of the giver.) But Canadians are being increasingly reduced to
an homogenized, packaged ‘lifestyle’—largely a mirror from
across the 49th parallel—which put us into the kind of narcosis
that will let us give away that identity (and sovereignty), which
we fail to identify. A narcosis in which citizens will take no
action while our land (and we), with a little help from our
rulers, are subsumed into the United States. Truly terrifying
and repugnant.

Ontario’s Multiple Member Proportional
Dear Editor:
As Ontarians voted on October 10 to reject the an Multiple
Member electoral system, Fair Voting BC is redoubling its efforts
to build on the 57.7% ‘yes’ vote that Single Transferable Vote
received from British Columbians in our 2005 referendum.
STV was supported by British Columbians because it
enhanced MLA independence and reduced party dominance.
Ontarians rejected a completely different system, one that
increased party dominance through party lists and extra
members of the legislature.
The referendum campaign in Ontario was also marred by
inadequate public education. According to Elections Ontario,
with one day left in the referendum campaign, over 3 million
voters (36%) were unaware that there was a referendum, and
only one-third of the voters considered themselves even
somewhat knowledgeable about the proposal. This represents a
massive failure of public education and engagement on a
question central to Ontario’s democratic health and future.
The British Columbian government has promised to resolve
this problem in 2009 by offering public funding for the ‘yes’ and
‘no’ campaigns. Fair Voting BC has already taken steps to ensure
that in 2009, the British Columbia public is well informed about
the STV system recommended by our Citizens Assembly. Firstly
we have scheduled a meeting with the Attorney General, for later
this month, to learn more about the government’s plans for
referendum campaign funding. Secondly, we have sponsored a
conference, at UBC on November 10, to begin organising the ‘yes’
campaign for 2009.
British Columbians can learn more by contacting Fair Voting
BC at www.fairvotingbc.com.
Bruce Hallsor, Victoria

Water Issue on Gabriola
Dear Editor:
The Islands Trust decided that in order to preserve and protect
the Gulf Islands, because of their inherent fragility with respect
to natural resources, to introduce a bylaw to provide some
security for an assured supply of water to existing well owners
and to give protection to the general ecology of Gabriola Island.
This bylaw is referred to as a Temporary Use Permit, TUP;
the bylaw was produced under the Islands Trust Act, which itself
is part of the Local Government Act. This bylaw may or may not
be the right way to go, but it is in place and, of course, subject to
change.
Dan Foley rejected the requirement that he get a TUP
because, I believe, he considered his Summer Rain bulk water
delivery business grandfathered because it was running before
the new TUP Bylaw was implemented. The Islands Trust made a
decision to test their bylaw because of the detail that his business
was contrary to the spirit of the home occupation bylaw therefore
could not be grandfathered; therefore Summer Rain should
apply for a TUP. Mr Foley was apparently given lots of
opportunity for compliance.
However both the lawyer representing Summer Rain and the
Judge thought otherwise and rejected the application from the
Islands Trust. The Islands Trust will appeal the matter,
presumably because of the misunderstanding of what the case is
about. During the first court case in Nanaimo, early on, Summer
Rain’s lawyer repeatedly brought in the issue of bulk water sales
and distribution in an obvious attempt to make the case more
complex and give a greater chances for winning the case.
However the lawyer for the Islands Trust brought the issue to
the Judge and after a meeting in Chambers the case proceeded
with no further reference to bulk water and they stuck to the
home occupation aspect.
On the issue of the hydro-geological report supplied to the
court, although not requested, here are some points. The author
LETTERS, please turn to next page
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Saturday, October 20

Thurs, Nov 1 to Wed, Nov 28

Planet Peace—Peace Works! and Friends present a happy time
with performers of all ages, community groups. silent & live
auction, refreshments, Peace-Jam & Dance following live auction
• Mahon Hall • 3pm • Admission by donation • Info: Cherie
Geauvreau, 250-537-1027; Maggie Schubart 250-537-9804;
Aaron Ableman, 250-537-1989 • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Gulf Islands Drop-In Influenza (Flu) Clinics—no
appointment necessary for residents 65 and older, and all others
eligible for the free influenza vaccine • PENDER: Tues, Nov 13 &
27, 10am–2pm, Parish Hall; GALIANO: Tues, Nov 6,
1:30–4:30pm & Wed, Nov 21, 2:30–4:30pm, Lion’s Hall;
MAYNE: Wed, Nov 14 & 28, 1:30–3:30pm, Community Activity
Centre; SALT SPRING: Thurs, Nov 1, 10am–n00n and 1–3pm &
Thurs, Nov 8, 10am–n00n and 1–3pm, Lady Minto Meeting
Room (for info or to book child immunization, 250-538-4880);
SATURNA: Mon, Nov 26, 11:15am–3pm, Community Hall • Info:
about eligibility, please call 539-3099 • ON PENDER, GALIANO,
MAYNE & SALT SPRING & SATURNA ISLANDS

Tues, Oct 23 till Tues Oct 30
Amarah Gabriel: A Painters Journey—retrospective &
celebration, well-known artist celebrates 60th birthday with art;
Exhibition, daily, Opening Reception, Tues, Oct 23, 4-9pm; slide
show/talk, Thurs, Oct 25, 7-9pm; painting workshop, Mon, Oct
29, 9am-4pm ($65) •
ArtSpring, Ganges • Info:
www.dovecotegallery.com, artangel@telus.net 250-537-0051 •
ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Thursday, October 25
Wildlife Rescue: When To Intervene and When Not To—
PAWS presents Tracy Anderson, senior rehabilitator from Wild
Ark, presentation followed by questions and refreshments •
Library Meeting Room • 7:30pm • Everyone welcome • Info:
www.wildark.com • ON PENDER ISLAND

Thurs, Oct 25 & Nov 1, Sat Nov 10
Pender Film Group Screenings: THURS 25: 6pm, Kids Film
Night, Surf’s Up (2007)—young penguin dreams of winning
surfing competition; 7:30pm, Fido (2006)—Timmy Robinson’s
best friend is a 6ft, rotting zombie; THUR 1: Amazing Grace
(2006)—William Wilberforce endeavoring to end the British
transatlantic slave trade; SAT 10: Sicko (2007)—Michael Moore
investigates the American healthcare system • Community Hall •
7:30pm (except Kids’ Night) • Admission by donation • Info:
www.penderislands.org, click ‘events’ • ON PENDER ISLAND

Friday, October 26
Community Voices Awareness Concert—Indio Saravanja
and band to be announced: all ages come and celebrate our
community and get informed about how proposed Bylaws 197 and
198 would affect life on Galiano • South Galiano Community Hall
• 8pm • Tickets: $10 •Info on volunteering and performing etc,
orissaf@yahoo.com • ON GALIANO ISLAND

Saturday, October 27
Ten Thousand Villages Fair Trade
Sale of World Crafts—choose an
interesting and beautiful gift item as well
as promote fair trade for crafts people in
the developing world • Salt Spring
United Church, Hereford Avenue,
Ganges • 10am–4pm • Info: • ON SALT
SPRING ISLAND

LETTERS from previous page
of the report is Gilles Wendling, a BC registered hydrogologist.
Mr Wendling is also president of the newly re-named
Groundwater Association of BC. The previous name for this
particular lobby group was The Well-Drillers Association of BC.
We are lucky to have a previous president of the welldrillers
association living on the Gabriola Island.
On the first page of the report a reference is made to two
aquifers on Gabriola, and he marks the spot of a geological fault
running from Lebeuf Bay to Descanso Bay which Mr Wendling
marks as the limiting boundary between the two aquifers.
The author does note that he is only interpreting other
previous work but, if he is calling an aquifer a space between two
faults, then he is misrepresenting the situation because anybody
with even a cursory knowledge has seen or heard of at least a
dozen faults on this fair Island. So we have maybe 12 aquifers.
Since there are 12 watersheds may be there is a connection. This
report should be considered false and misleading with respect to
the number of aquifers.
We must hope that, on appeal, the Islands Trust is given the
authority to regulate bulk water extraction, sales and
distribution. There are lots of alternatives for water supply which
are ignored in the report.
Jeremy Baker, Gabriola Island

Why?
Dear Editor:
The Galiano Local Trustees are trying to foist unnecessary and
potentially destructive changes to the Official Community Plan
for the benefit of a small number of Forest Lot land owners.
Why?
Forest Lot land owners have always had recourse to a tested
re-zoning process to establish the right to a dwelling on their
property. Some Forest Lot owners have successfully rezoned,
have residences and the wider community has benefited. The rezoning process works.
Why dramatically change the OCP and, in effect, remove
nearly half the Islands land base from local bylaws and an orderly
development process?
As one Local Trustee has publicly stated, current zoning
bylaws don’t meet the needs of the Forest Lot Owners! But no
one has ever been denied a residence if they rezone.
The Local Trustees are blatantly and vigorously ignoring their
prime Island Trust governance mandate—protect place over
people. Why?
Stephen Rybak, Galiano Island

Saturday, November 3
Tri Continental in Concert—
Juno award-winning world music
trio Bill Bourne, Madagascar
Slim,and Lester Quitzau • Pender
Island Community Hall • 8pm •
Tickets: Get your tickets early! $20
in advance, $22 at the door @
Southridge General Store and
Talisman Books • Info:629-6028 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, November 10
‘Big Night Out’—fund-raiser for the Galiano Library New
Building Program; ; silent and live auctions, MC Senator Larry
Campbell: 18-hole rounds of golf, drink wine with Jurgen Goth,
nature walks, ceramic wall relief, cheesecake, birthday cake, quilt,
dinner for two and
much more; finger
food
and
cold
drinks featuring Galiano’s ‘Purple Cow’ • Galiano Activity Centre
• 7–10:30pm, free preview of auction items 3–5pm • Tickets:
Adults $10, 14&Under free, advance from mid-October (Louise
250-539-5760), and at the door •ON GALIANO ISLAND

Friday, November 9
Pender Islands Concerts presents ‘Joe Trio’—not your
average piano trio, their repertoire, including classics (Haydn to
Shostakovich), new works by
contemporary composers and
popular, jazz and folk tunes, is
served up with a dash of humour
and unpredictability • School
Auditorium
•
7:30pm
•
Admission at the door for nonsubscribers: $25 adults, $5
children • ON PENDER ISLAND

PROMOTE YOUR EVENT! 629-3660
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Beacon wins homecare services
Continuity of quality client care and labour stability for home
support services on the South Island have been guaranteed with
the awarding of a contract for home support services to Beacon
Community Services, says Vancouver Island Health Authority.
‘We are pleased to enter into this renewed and expanded
partnership with Beacon Community Services to deliver publicly
funded home support services in Greater Victoria,’ said Mike
Conroy, VIHA Executive Vice President and Chief Operating
Officer. ‘For 20 years, Beacon has been providing quality home
support services and we know the organization is committed to
work with VIHA to expand, strengthen and enhance these
services.’
Beacon Community Services is a not-for-profit agency, which
currently provides home support services to approximately
1,300 clients in Saanich, the Saanich Peninsula and the
Southern Gulf Island areas. The organization’s staff are
members of the BC Government and Services Employee Union
(BCGEU). Beacon was one of six bidders on a recent Request
For Proposals issued by VIHA for home support services.
‘Since VIHA tendered these contracts last summer, we have
viewed the process as an opportunity to enhance the home
support care we provide to our clients,’ said Conroy. ‘Our
primary objective has always been to improve the quality and
consistency of home support and achieve better geographic
alignment between home support agencies and VIHA’s home
and community care teams to improve collaboration and
communication to support better delivery of care.’
‘Beacon Community Services top priority is to deliver high
quality care to our home support clients,’ said Isobel Mackenzie,
Executive Director, Beacon Community Services. ‘We are
excited that VIHA has recognized our contribution to home care
on the South Island, and we look forward to working with our
new clients and our new staff on a smooth and seamless
transition of service.’ 

SALT SPRING
ISLAND PARKS
& RECREATION
COMMISSION
Applications are being received from persons
interested in serving as a member of the
PARC Commission.
Terms begin January 2008.

PMFL Jurisdiction
Dear Editor:
With respect to Roy Smith’s statement that the PMFL Act
already prevents Local Trust Committees from passing bylaws or
permits that have the effect of restricting a Forestry use, this
means protection for Forest lands already cannot be acquired by
covenant on PMFL lands (Island Tides, Letters, October 4,
2007).
I thought the Galiano LTC had received an unclear response
with regards to this question from the PMFL reps at the last
meeting. That a bylaw cannot be passed, or a permit issued that
would restrict forestry uses was clear but, I don’t recall that they
were definitive on the issue of whether or not a covenant can be
enforced on PMFL lands or whether lands with existing
covenants would be accepted into the PMFL. Did I
misunderstand what was said?
Gisele Rudischer, Gabriola Island

Application forms are available by email from
parc@saltspring.com or from the PARC office
from Monday to Friday, 8:30am - 4:30pm.
Phone 250-537-4448 for more information.
Please submit your application no later than
November 9, 2007 to:
PARC, 145 Vesuvius Bay Road
Salt Spring Island, BC, V8K 1K3
Or by email to: parc@saltspring.com

OCP Review Should Come First
Dear Editor:
It is important that all persons who care about our islands should be
aware of the bylaws that have been put forward on Galiano which
would effect 42% of the Island. They are being pushed forward with
great urgency despite the fact that our Official Community Plan is
scheduled for review within the next few months. The purpose of
these bylaws is to allow owners of forest lots to live on their land.
However, the mechanism which allows them to do so already exists;
it just doesn’t seem to be to their liking.
What these proposed bylaws set out are residential rights without
rezoning. The protection of ground water, road access,
environmental considerations, safety, taxation implications, and
the well being of the community are considerations that must be
addressed in the review of the OCP. There is simply no justification
for these bylaws to be brought in at this time and I want to urge all
Galiano residents to attend the Public Meeting on Saturday, October
27 at 1pm at the Activity Centre to voice their feelings about these
bylaws. There will be many of us there to say ‘No!’
Dora FitzGerald, Galiano Island

GULF ISLAND WATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS
Well Water • Rain Water • Surface Water
• BioSand Filters
• Reverse Osmosis
• Trojan Ultraviolet Systems
• Whole-House Filters
REMOVE:

Iron / Odour / Bacteria / Hardness / Arsenic
320 Mary Street, Victoria

(250) 383-4558

www.watertiger.net
A Division of Pro Star Mechanical Technologies Ltd

Don’t Roll Over For PMFL
Dear Editor:
Galiano Island local trustees are beginning to show signs of a
defensive twitch when light is shown on the dark corners of their
proposed bylaws which pave the way for rezoning Galiano’s

WATERFRONT PROPERTY
FOR SALE ON VALDES ISLAND

LETTERS, please turn to page 6
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Auctioneer’s hammer helps build new library for Galiano
When the people of Galiano realize they must have a new library
building, they reach for the hammer. Not, at this stage in the
proceedings, a claw hammer, but an auctioneer’s hammer,
because the big need right now is not to put nails into wood but
to put money in the bank.
‘We set up our first Galiano Island Community Library back
in 2002,’ says Pam Freir, President of the Galiano Library
Society. ‘Five years later the small retail space we use is bursting
at the seams. We have over 6,000 items on the shelves, and
when we buy new books something has to go into storage to
make room. There’s also no space to sit and read, or on busy days
to even turn around. So we decided we must have a proper
library building, and we are ready to build it ourselves.’
Doing-it-themselves is standard procedure in small rural
communities such as Galiano. In recent years the people of the
Island have put their heads, hands and money together to build
an activity centre at the school, a skate park for the younger folk,
and have save many beauty spots from the threat of logging,
dedicating them as parks.
‘We have already been given the land for our new building,
and have raised about a third of its cost in donations and loans,’
explains Freir. ‘We expect to get substantial provincial and

We offer

visitors a

better deal!
Our quality accommodation includes:
indoor pool, sauna,
free parking, in-room coffee,
a convenient location
and a warm welcome.
Stay with us.
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Fair Trade Sale of
World Crafts
Saturday October 27
An opportunity to choose an interesting and beautiful
gift item as well as promote fair trade for crafts people
in the developing world.
10 am to 4 pm at Salt Spring United Church,
Hereford Avenue, Ganges. Salt Spring Island

THE ART & CRAFT OF SHELTER
AUTHENTIC PRE-CRAFTED HOME PACKAGES...
OF THE UTMOST QUALITY.

federal grants, too, but there is never enough money in the bank.
So we have declared November 10 to be a ‘Big Night Out!’
Drawing on Galiano’s strengths—its writers, artists and
craftspeople, its easily accessible natural attractions, and its
B&Bs, we are creating a fun-filled auction event for some of the
funds we need.’
The response is overwhelming. Writers Jane Rule and
Audrey Thomas, artists Larry Foden, Keith Holmes, Brian
Mitchell and AJ Bell, photographers Sky Forest, James
LaBounty, Tara Gill (now of Los Angeles) and Lony Rockafella,
ceramists Sandy Dolph and the renowned Bill Boyd have given
of their work, or their time, or both, to help create an irresistible
catalog of auction items. How about a personal poem? A custom
child’s story from Audrey Thomas? Winter getaways in cosy
cabins? A massage, a walk with a naturalist, a family photograph
by an incredibly good photographer? You can even get to
sponsor the washroom doors of the new library, when it is finally
built. And that’s just the short list.
Two notable off-islanders have joined in: Jurgen Gothe offers
a wine-tasting experience to the top bidder; and Senator Larry
Campbell, who has long valued Galiano as a refuge from
Vancouver city politics and from Da Vinci’s Inquest, has agreed
to act as MC for the evening.
Galiano in November? Are you kidding? Why not? Twelve
hundred residents do it every year. It may not be beach time, but
the trees, the forest walks, the vistas and the warm welcome are
just the same. To encourage visitors from off-island for this long
weekend a group of B&Bs are offering half price accommodation
for November 10 to people who also visit the Big Night Out!
Expect to dress-up and enjoy music, finger-food and Islandgrown drinks: a hot spicy apple concoction or a sparkly-cold
blackberry and grape juice (the Purple Cow). A good time will
be had by all. 
SATURNA from page 3
days here with Saturna’s elementary students and our eight
high-school students. The school received a wonderful letter
from the home schoolers, praising its efforts, particularly the
wonderful food and the effort made to meet the dietary
requirements represented by such a diverse group. Amber
Jensen was the culinary star of the parent’s group!

Photo: Rick Neufeld

Captain Apple (aka Harry Burton) address apple
aficionados in the Fulford Hall during the Salt Spring Apple
Festival in late September.

Accessible meat processing
facilities needed

Following the implementation, on September 30, of stiffer
regulations about rural meat processing, the Islands Trust has
written to Minister of Agriculture Pat Bell expressing concern at
the lack of licensed slaughtering facilities in the Trust Area which
would help farmers carry on their former farmgate sales and
comply with the new regulations.
The letter from Trust Chair Kim Benson states, ‘The
combined lack of of abattoirs and increasing transportation costs
threaten the viability and long-term sustainability of our island
agriculture sector.’ She goes on to say that support for local
agriculture ‘is also consistent with the provincial government’s
interest in addressing climate change by encouraging local food
production and distribution.’ 

Margaret Fry's family held a wonderful commemoration of her
life on Sunday, October 7. People chatted and everyone had a
Margaret story to share.
Son John and his wife, Debbie and their two daughters,
Suzanne and Kathy, sons-in-law and two great-grand children
Griffin and Emma, thanked Saturna Community for cherishing
Margaret in her later years and giving her just that little bit of
extra support and care that allowed her to stay where she wanted
to be.
John Money spoke about his family’s long connection with
Margaret Fry and his summer childhood escapades with John as
they were growing up.
He then recounted an hilarious story of Margaret’s about a
train station in England, two sandwiches and a case of mistaken

stereotypes. The story was a delightful reminder of Margaret's
sharp, quick wit, powers of observation and the strength of
character that would allow her to be the fool in her own stories!
John Gaines and Melanie have also known Margaret for years
and recounted the verve and liveliness she put into all her
community volunteering and her enjoyment of bridge.
Chris Danyliw read a letter from her eldest daughter Jennifer,
recounting how appreciated and loved she felt by Margaret who
always remembered her birthdays and kept up on her life as she
did with many Island children.
Don Piper announced that there would be a memorial fund in
Margaret’s name. Jim Campbell told a small group of us that
after talking to Margaret at her going away ‘do’ last fall, Margaret
had said, ‘You may kiss me on the cheek.’ Jim was obviously
charmed by her chutzpah.
The Saturna Women’s Club served a lovely tea. Margaret was
a hard working member of this group for many years. The family
had several photographic displays of Margaret's life from a child
to her last days surrounded by her loving and growing family.
Margaret gave love, laughter and memories to her family, friends
and her Saturna Community. 

SHOCK DOCTRINE from page 2
never-to-be-converted of ‘preaching to the converted.’ She has
been accused of bad economics by economists, of polemics by
polemicists, and of selective history by historians.
She says she’s happy to have triggered a debate; but that
debate turns out not to be about the content of the book, but
about her omission of a comprehensive listing of the benefits of
capitalism. If there is anything proved so far by this discussion it
is that fundamentalist capitalism believers continue to be unable
to consider compromises or alternatives. But then, why should
they; the money is in their pockets.
My editor recommended that I should read the last chapter
after the first chapter. She said she needed to get to the hopeful
bit to give her courage to read and witness all the shocking
examples of a world gone mad while she wasn’t paying enough
attention. No, I felt, I must take it on the chin. So I started at the
beginning and read right through to the end (something I felt
many reviewers have simply not done). The impact was chilling
but the last chapter offers hope that the Friedmanite trend is now
reversing itself, starting—as before, in Latin America.

However, John Cusack, in a recent interview with Klein,
poses the following possibility: ‘…Blackwater [the mercenary
army under contract to the US government] is a symptom of a
larger problem which is also more terrifying: basically what the
Bush administration has done is use its time in office to fund and
create a dangerous counter-power to the very government it is
leading.’
Klein agrees: ‘That’s exactly right. And once you understand
this—that a parallel, privatized state has been built for the elites
with public money—it makes Bush’s so-called bungling look a lot
more sinister. Maybe the construction of this parallel state, and
the starving of the public one, is the real mission accomplished.
‘When the Blackwaters and the Halliburtons and the
Lockheeds are looked at as a whole, what you see is a fully
articulated state-within-a-state that is as muscular and capable
as the actual state is frail and feeble. And of course, as creatures
of the new economy, these companies are weightless and
stateless. If Blackwater wanted to make like Halliburton and
move to Dubai, there would be nothing to stop it.’ 

Margaret Fry Memorial
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forestlands, almost half our island (see,
‘Interpreting the Mandate’ letter from Trustee
Sharp and ‘PMFL Already in Effect’ letter from
Trustee Smith (Island Tides, October 4, 2007).
Are they getting nervous that the community
is realizing the implications of passing bylaws
that embrace the Private Managed Forest Land
Act (PMFL) and its Regulations ?
Trustee Sharp tries to divert the discussion by
claiming his critics interpret the Islands Trust
Object exclusively for protection of the
environment, excluding people. I’ve never said
anything of the sort. Quite to the contrary, the
Islands Trust Object as interpreted by the Policy
Statement is explicit about the role of sustainable
communities and the people that live there. The
Policy Statement confirms that sustainable
communities are built on the preservation and
protection of the use of natural resources, and
does not contemplate unsustainable exploitation
of natural resources such as Galiano experienced
in the 1980s and 1990s.
Look at the (front page) photograph of the
south-east coast of Galiano taken in 1987. This
was three years into a twelve-year period of
intensive and unsustainable logging on Galiano’s

Forest lands. It shows what was allowed on
Managed Forest Land at that time. The same
forestry practices are allowed on Galiano today
on land under the Private Managed Forest Land
Regulations. This has been confirmed by
representatives of the PMFL Council. Galiano's
present bylaws, however, are designed to prevent
large scale clearcutting and to protect riparian
areas. Trustee Sharp’s proposed bylaws would
remove these protections. Sustainable
communities? Hardly.
Trustee Smith claims that Lands in PMFL (on
Galiano) already have all forestry uses except
that of a dwelling use. No. Galiano’s current
bylaws still stand firm and have not been
overtaken by the PMFL. They offer protection
against exploitative forestry, such as clearcutting.
The PMFL does not.
Instead of standing up for our forests,
Galiano’s trustees propose to roll over to the
industrial-based PMFL legislation. Once their
proposed bylaws are in place, our OCP will be
impotent in preventing unsustainable forestry
practices.
LETTERS, please turn to next page

STVR regulations to be enforced
On September 12, in a move to enforce its landuse regulations regarding short-term vacation
rentals, the Salt Spring Island Local Trust
Committee initiated legal proceedings against
the owners of Windrifters Cove on Scott Point
Drive on Salt Spring Island. The Local Trust
Committee is seeking an injunction restraining
the property owners from marketing or renting
the property for commercial guest
accommodation.
The move was supported by the Islands Trust
Executive Committee late in 2006, when it
agreed to fund the costs of the legal action.
Islands Trust Bylaw Enforcement Officers spent
the summer collecting evidence regarding the
use of the property. That evidence suggests that
both the entire main house and the cottage on
the property have been rented out to vacationers
for short-term stays between a few days and a
few weeks since approximately 2002 when the
current owners bought the property.
Both the current and previous zoning bylaws
for Salt Spring Island indicate that the property is
in the Rural Zone, where commercial guest
accommodation use is not permitted. ‘The
community has said time and again that
neighbourhoods should be for neighbours, and
we want people to be aware that we will enforce
the community’s bylaw,’ said Miles Drew,
Islands Trust Bylaw Enforcement Officer.
LETTERS from previous page
If you care about Galiano or the Islands Trust
providing for sustainable communities and
sustainable natural resource management, you
have an opportunity to express your view. On
October 27, the Galiano Island Local Trust
Committee is holding a public hearing on
proposed bylaws. If adopted, they provide for the
exclusion of local planning on a Trust Island to
be replaced by the PMFL Act for Galiano’s forest
lands. Your view is important in shaping the
future of Galiano and the Islands Trust.
Please note: All of my comments on the forest
land issue have been written as an individual and
never as a representative of any organization.
Any implication that I am a spokesperson for an
organization is in error.
Ken Millard, Galiano Island

Offensive Letter
Dear Editor:
Trustee Michael Sharp’s letter Interpreting the
Mandate, (Island Tides, October 4) was
distasteful and offensive.
Protecting, restoring or preserving forests
and forestlands all work to create a rich mix of
benefits for people: enjoyment, economies,
water supply…. Those who work to protect
forests are indeed benefitting people: people
now, people of future generations—uncountable
numbers of people.
For comparison, the draft bylaws supported
by Mr Sharp hasten the possibilities of forest
fragmentation and other losses. A few will
benefit; many will lose.
For further comparison, Trustee Sharp’s own
place of importance for people is illustrated in
part by the personal attack contrived in his letter.
It is also illustrated by his response to a
constituent who asked him about an emergency
escape route that, at present, is cut off by locked
gates. Mr Sharp suggested that she should use
her car to smash through the gates! Now, if you

In accordance with the Islands Trust policies
regarding bylaw investigations and enforcement,
enforcement actions are primarily triggered
when the Islands Trust receives complaints from
community members that indicate that
individuals or corporations are not complying
with local land use regulations. Efforts are then
made to investigate complaints, educate
violators and obtain voluntary compliance with a
community’ bylaws. In most cases, violators have
a variety of options, including ceasing or
amending their operations, or applying for
variances or required permits. Islands Trust staff
estimate that more than 90% of its bylaw
investigation files are resolved before legal action
is required. Court action is only taken after other
avenues have failed.
In 2006 the Salt Spring Island Local Trust
Committee confirmed it would uphold longstanding Official Community Plan policies and
zoning regulations, which prohibit the use of
private homes in rural and residential zones for
commercial guest accommodation.
This does not affect legal B&Bs, or legal
resorts, hotels and motels in commercial zones,
all of which are widely available on the island.
People may also continue to rent cottages as part
of a B&B operation in most zones and to rent
their residential properties for periods longer
than 30 days to one tenant for residential use. 

could just see those gates…!
Brian Mitchell, Galiano Island

PMFL & Trust Irreconcilable
Dear Editor:
I was amazed and puzzled to read Roy Smith’s
letter in Island Tides October 4 edition, in which
he states that he does not support the PMFL.
That being the case , how can he justify his efforts
to make the newly drafted forest bylaws conform
to this execrable piece of legislation.
As a trustee, Mr Smith is required to plan
Galiano Islands land use by the Trust’s objectives
and guiding principles. Bylaws cannot be
contrary to, or at variance with the Trust Policy
Statement. The PMFL regulations are from
another planet. In fact, the more we learn about
them the more we perceive that it is impossible
that rational governance could emerge from this
jurisdictional mess.
The trustees have been in a position to
dismiss the PMFL on the grounds that they are
obliged to uphold another vision. Anyone who
examines the Islands Trust and PMFL
documents side by side will concede that they are
irreconcilable. And not just because of opposing
philosophies. The PMFL is making it up as it
goes along. Nothing is static, explained Trevor
Swan, chair of the PMFL Council, it is difficult to
reconcile the PMFL in communities that have
bylaws protecting their forest land. The Islands
Trust’s efforts to conform would be continual.
It is generally accepted that these
fundamental conflicts will end up in court. Let’s
get on with it.
Helena Chambers, Galiano Island

Representing The Mandate
Dear Editor:
What do the Galiano trustees think they are doing
and for whom? Trustee Sharp continues to think
that he has received a mandate (‘Letters’,

LETTERS, please turn to page 8
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PharmaCare benefits–apply now
The provincial government is reminding everyone who might be
eligible for financial assistance with the cost of prescription drugs
to be sure that they registered with the Fair PharmaCare program.
Over the four years since the program started, a ‘grace period’
has been in effect and eligible families have been allowed to apply
after the drug costs have been incurred. As of January 1, 2008,
this will no longer be possible, and families will not be
reimbursed for expenses incurred prior to registration.
So if you feel that you are or might become eligible, register
online at www.health.gov.bc.ca/pharme; or phone Health
Insurance BC, from the Lower Mainland at 604-683-7151 or
from the rest of BC, toll-free at 1-800-663-7100.
Assistance will start as soon as you are registered. Fair
PharmaCare assistance is available immediately for those who
register by phone or online. There is no charge to register and no
premiums to pay. New residents in the province need to register
as soon as they receive their BC CareCard from the BC Medical
Services Plan.
Registering for Fair PharmaCare does not affect Ministry of
Employment and Income Assistance coverage. Recipients are
advised to register for Fair PharmaCare so that it is in place
should they need it in the future. PharmaCare will continue to
reimburse families and individuals whose level of Fair
PharmaCare assistance is increased partway through the year as
a result of a decrease in net income. 

New management for
Newcastle Island
The government of British Columbia and the City of Nanaimo
have signed an agreement with the Snuneymuxw First Nation
for the collaborative management of Newcastle Island.
Located in the Nanaimo harbour, Newcastle Island Marine
Provincial Park has been a Class-A provincial park for nearly 50
years. It is home to unblemished areas of rare coastal Douglas fir,
and to aboriginal and non-aboriginal places of cultural
significance, including sites of archaeological interest such as
burial grounds, shell middens, historical buildings, the remains
of a mine, a sandstone quarry and fish salteries.
A management board of all three parties will provide a forum
to discuss issues of common interest, integrating scientific and
traditional knowledge in the management of the natural and
cultural resources of the park. 

Community Nurse - 1st Call
Part-time (28.8 hrs biweekly)
Mayne Island Health Centre
Job Summary
The Community Nurse provides and coordinates a
continuum of care through assessment, instruction, and
provision of therapeutic and palliative services in
conjunction with the multi-disciplinary team. Duties
include: maintaining client care records, orienting new
personnel and providing field experience to students.
Provide on-call services to the Outer Gulf Islands are
provided by the Community Nurse when the island's
physician is unavailable. Hours of work are 7.2 Hour
day, evening and night shifts, plus on-call with rotating
days off.
Salary range is $27.17 to $35.67 hourly.

Qualifications
• Graduate of a recognized school of nursing.
• Current, practicing registration with College of
Registered Nurses of British Columbia.
• Comprehensive knowledge of acute, chronic, and
emergency care.
• Minimum 2 years in the past 5 years in acute care
nursing, preferably with some emergency room
experience.
• Previous experience in community health nursing
and home nursing care is preferred.
• Current CPR required as well as the ability to
administer other emergency interventions.
• Valid Class 5 vehicle license.
Applicants require the use of a personal vehicle.
Mileage will be reimbursed as per collective agreement
provisions and VIHA policy.
Please submit resumes quoting reference #1765/VI to
one of the following:
Employment Services,
Vancouver Island Health Authority
Fax: (250) 370-8570
Email: jobs@viha.ca
For more information & to apply online, visit our
website at www.viha.ca

Workshops to help keep your children healthy
Throughout the fall until November 22, the Vancouver Island
Health Authority (VIHA) is providing several workshops for
parents in the Greater Victoria area. Entitled ‘Healthy Eating,
Healthy Teeth, Growing Up’ the workshops cover a variety of
health topics including nutrition, dental care and wellness.
Hosted by public health professionals, the series will give parents
information and advice on strategies for children ranging in ages
from infants to teenagers.
For parents with infants or toddlers, workshop topics include
learning what the key nutrients are for growth and development,
how to raise cavity-free kids, and what to do about ‘picky’ eaters.
For parents with teens, keeping an open dialogue is
LETTERS from page 7
October 4-17) from some voters, and he even told us at the October
3 LTC meeting that he is feeling pressure from some people who
are impatient. Does this suggest some bias towards a few with
special interests?
It is misguided to think that there is a mandate given in an
election. That is the ‘myth of the mandate’ that has been
devastatingly exposed by Robert Dahl, the premier American
democratic theorist. Elections are for representatives and not for
programs. They are not plebiscites. The job of elected
representatives is to carry out their duties to represent their
constituents—all of them—and according to the policies
established.
There is a mandate, however, the Islands Trust mandate, that
concerns us all. In all its complexity and in relation to the islands
Official Community Plan, the Islands Trust mandate is what the
people of Galiano have been trying to discuss. It is about the
unique environment of Galiano (and the Gulf Islands generally) in
the interests of all owners and residents, and even the people of
BC. Trustee Sharp makes the scurrilous suggestion (Letters, Oct.
4-17, 2007) that one of the participants who is concerned about the
environment has no concern for the people. He knows full well
that the interpretation he mentions does not exclude people, quite
the contrary.
On the other hand, Trustee Sharp, whose so-called ‘mandate’ of
some voters or stakeholders seems to trump the interests of other
Islanders, even to the point of not hearing properly from the
owners and residents of Galiano.
I am not going to go through all the sorry details of first, talking
only about process, next intervening, and then setting up
inappropriate structures. At this late stage, it is enough to remark
on the late and cursory discussion of the provincial Private
Managed Forest Lands Act with many public questions left
unanswered where conflicts seem imminent and threatening to
the Islands Trust Act which the trustees are supposed to support.
But it should also be noted that a meeting, with an agenda item to
discuss their draft bylaws in response to landowner impatience,
was closed without that item being addressed.
Now those partially formed and badly drafted by-laws are
being taken to public hearing without clarification on covenants
and without addressing concerns of crucial agencies and
organizations. Nor have answers been received about the
implications of the Private Managed Forest Land Act. This is the
crux of a lot of questions. Bad governance has resulted in bad laws.
Trustee Smith (in Island Tides’ ‘Letters,’ October 4-17,)
expresses a personal concern about the PMFL regime and suggests
that those issues be resolved. Exactly. The implications of the
PMFL regime to the Islands Trust mandate to preserve and
protect the environment for all residents and owners (and for the
people of BC) need to be addressed. So what is Trustee Smith
doing in trying to move ahead with draft by-laws 197 and 198 that
stir up conflicts without protecting the island for its people?
Draft by-laws 197 and 198 should be withdrawn now. If not
that, the public outcry should be clear against their going ahead.
And if that doesn’t stop them, then the Islands Trust Executive
should reject them.
Dr Robert Ware, Galiano Island

A Numbers Game
Dear Editor,
Numbers can put the perspective in a picture. Can you see it?
An island community with two new draft bylaws written by
two representatives elected by 51% of the electorate to
accommodate roughly 8% of the permanent population who
own 50% of the island. When purchased, that 50% was forest
zoned, with no residential entitlement.
Why does Galiano need new bylaws? Currently, these land
owners can participate in an established process to enter a
different forest zone that allows for a residence, and protects
public interests. The elected Trust representatives say that our
current bylaws are not acceptable to the forest lot owners, that
8% of islanders.
Why will the new draft bylaws be acceptable to them?
Because they grant an automatic entitlement to a residence
on their forest lots, free of the need to provide any benefit to
the community in exchange, and free of the need to
participate in the standard public rezoning process. They will
simply be placed in a new forest zone of their choosing. This
applies to lots of any size and in any location. In one case, an
owner of several smaller lots will receive the right to a
residence on each of his lots, with no reciprocal community
benefit.

important during this often turbulent time, so topics include
keeping a healthy body image, making healthy food choices, and
development during puberty.
‘Overall wellness also includes a healthy body-image and
good self-esteem, and parents can play a significant role in their
teenage children’s attitudes about themselves,’ said Dr Richard
Stanwick, Chief Medical Health Officer for VIHA. ‘The teen years
can be a very challenging time as children may face new social
pressures and other influences.’
For workshop information: www.viha.ca. Information about
nutrition for school-aged children can be found at VIHA’s
website or in Canada Food Guide, visit www.hc-sc.gc.ca. 

What is the justification for this action? The trustees state
that they are returning a residential right removed from the
forest lands in the past. But our current bylaws provide forest
zones that allow a residence now through the common legal
land use process—called rezoning.
What will be lost with the new bylaws? Community
protections and benefits that can be structured through the
public rezoning process. There will be no negotiation for safe,
permanent, open, un-gated roads through half of the island,
not even for fire or emergency vehicle access and escape
routes. No public access to most of the eastern waterfront of
Galiano. No implementation process for the future public
road plan described in the Community Plan. No allowance for
future community housing.
When asked why he is working so hard for private needs
and not more for the public good, one elected trustee replied
that, you want a big basket of things. All the forest owners will
get is one dwelling. We can’t get it (emergency access), so why
ask?
In response to possible means of negotiating public access
to the shoreline, the elected Trustee similarly replied that the
owners won’t do it. (A trail to the waterfront.) It is too onerous
for a simple house. Even a simple house that increases the
value of the land asset by 300% or more?
Instead of gifting these houses, why not develop bylaws
that balance the important needs of all residents through a
standard public rezoning process? The same process that you
and I would undertake if we wanted to rezone our land to
change its use.
What are the losing numbers in this picture? At least the
1,258 full-time residents of Galiano Island.
Elizabeth McClelland, Galiano Island

Trustees Dismiss Safety Concern
Dear Editor:
In their rush to ram through proposed new bylaws to first reading,
Galiano Trustees Mike Sharp and Roy Smith waved aside safety
concerns put forward by the North Galiano Fire Department
(NGFD) at the October 3rd Local Trust Committee meeting.
In their referral response, the NGFD had asked that emergency
access lanes and evacuation corridors be dedicated as statutory
rights of way as part of any rezoning process.
Given the topography of Galiano Island, with its long, thin shape
and steep north-south running ridges and with only one road, easily
blocked, running the length of the island and with the memory of
Galiano's recent wildfire still fresh, those in attendance at the
October 3 meeting were shocked at the attitude of Trustees Sharp
and Smith as they dismissed the request by the NGFD to establish
alternative access routes for emergency crews and to allow for the
safe evacuation of residents in the event of a disaster.
Wildfire and earthquake can strike at any time and for Trustees
to disregard this very real risk is to court tragedy.
Geoff Stewart, Galiano Island

Normal Rezoning Good Enough
Dear Editor:
I just want to live on my land. How many times have I heard this
from those who justify scrapping our current Galiano Island bylaws
that now allow people to live on their forest lots by going through a
normal rezoning process. I wonder if Wanting to live on my land
applies to the nearly 50 corporations who own forest lots too?
Why have 2 out of 3 owners of forest lots at some time began the
subdivision process?
The proposed Draft Bylaw changes have been written to open the
doors for extensive development, a door that will be impossible to
close. We are about to lose our island to large scale development.
We must think before we allow this to happen.
Michael Durkos, Galiano Island

Trustee Challenge
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to your Sept/Oct issue regarding the Sept
21 meeting on Galiano with the Galiano Local Trust Committee and
the Chair and two other members of the Private Managed Forest
Land Council. I attended that meeting with the idea of clarifying,
what protection the PMFL would give to our community,
supposedly better, according to our two local representatives on the
Islands Trust. I was stunned to hear that industrial logging,
including clearcutting, herbicide and pesticide spraying would be
not only allowed, but encouraged, under the guise of forestry
management. Under the PMFL there is no adequate protection for
small stream watersheds, soil conservation, water quality, wildlife

LETTERS, please turn to next page

Relatives far away? They can keep up with the Islands by reading
the full copy of Island Tides on the Internet - www.islandtides.com

It’s like they are still visiting!
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James Isle plan to Trust Executive
The North Pender Island Local Trust Committee has given third
reading to the James Island Land Use Bylaw following a Public
Hearing on October 4. There was little attendance at the Public
Hearing. A letter from the Council of BC Yacht Clubs expressed
concern that the bylaw would not allow for upland use by boaters
anchoring off the Island. Five speakers spoke in favour of the
alternative that had been negotiated—a covenant protecting
endangered flora, to be held by the Nature Conservancy of
Canada. One speaker opposed this arrangement. The Island is
completely privately owned.
Following the Hearing, a Special Business Meeting was
convened, and, after some discussion, the bylaw was given third
reading, with Chair Gisele Rudischer opposed. The Bylaw #174
will now be sent to the Trust Executive. 
LETTERS from previous page
habitat, forest fragmentation—no meaningful protection for
communities or adjacent property owners!
Owning residential land surrounded on three sides, by F1 lands,
I am understandably alarmed. My well which services three families
and our partner’s well, which also serves three families could clearly
be in jeopardy. If the PMFL regulations (or lack of) came into effect
and superceded our local bylaws, we would be in trouble. It was
made clear at the meeting that if the proposed bylaws 197 & 198 do
become law this would be the case. PMFL rules would now apply and
the environmental protection provided by our community plan,
development permits, OCP policies would disappear. This is an
intolerable situation for our community and my family and friends.
Two things need to happen. The Islands Trust Council must
immediately engage in discussion with the government (our local
MLA, Minister of Community Services, Premier Campbell etc) to
ensure PMFL legislation does not overrule the Island Trust
mandate. Secondly, on Galiano, the local Trust Committee should
not consider approving any bylaws that would invoke PMFL
legislation until those discussions have taken place and a sure and
protective policy has been decided upon. The proposed bylaws up for
consideration on October 27 by the Galiano Trust Committee need
far more community input and discussion about the future
consequences of this legislation.
I challenge our two local representatives to act on their belief that
they have community support to either hold a proper referendum or
to run again in the 2008 election with a platform that answers the
many questions and concerns about these bylaws that could
irrevocably damage our Island.
Geoff Gaylor, Galiano Island

GALIANO ISLAND
LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEE
Visit our web site at: www.islandstrust.bc.ca

E-mail: information@islandstrust.bc.ca

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING
The Galiano Island Local Trust Committee will be holding a Special Meeting for
purposes of a Community Information Meeting and a Public Hearing on the following
proposed bylaws:
• Bylaw Nº 197 cited as “Galiano Island Official Community Plan Bylaw
Nº 108, 1995, Amendment No. 1, 2007”; and
• Bylaw Nº 198 cited as “Galiano Island Land Use Bylaw Nº127, 1999,
Amendment Nº 1, 2007”.
pertaining to the forest lands on Galiano Island.
DATE:

Saturday, October 27, 2007

TIME:

10:00 a.m.

LOCATION:

Activity Centre 1290 Sturdies Bay Rd. Galiano Island, BC
ALL MEETINGS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Deputy Secretary

Re: Galiano Trustee Michael Sharp’s
Letter ‘Interpreting the Mandate’
Dear Editor:
This letter caused my jaw to drop! It seems this is Mike’s way of
doing the business of the people—to chastise constituents who voice
an intelligent, well-researched, public-minded opinion that
contradicts his own pre-determined goal.
Following the August 18 LTC meeting, I approached Mr Sharp to
remind him of his duty to address community and public needs at
time of rezoning, particularly the need for emergency access and
evacuation rights of way. Trustee Sharp scoffed at such needs,
claiming that the fire department would come to our rescue. He
claimed my neighbourhood had lots of alternative routes of escape.
When I pointed out they all ended in locked gates or led nowhere he
suggested we could just crash our car through the gates if it was that
big an emergency!
Here is a picture of one such gate in my neighbourhood (on page
10). It is clear that I and my family are not the ‘people’ Trustee Sharp
has concern for.
Galianoites live on a long, thin island with one main road running
the length of it. My family and many others live in pockets of rural
residential neighbourhoods along that main road and surrounded by
Forest zoned land. These neighbourhoods, indeed the whole north
end, need alternatives in the face of natural or man-made disasters
that may block our single escape route along Porlier Pass Road.
So, although the bylaw amendments our Galiano trustees are
promoting do help the people owning forest land to achieve what
they want, we must not be fooled into thinking that these
amendments do anything at all for the community as a whole.
Using the emergency/evacuation issue as just one example, if you
read the proposed bylaws closely you will see new policy language
that sounds like emergency access for the whole community will be
a part of the deal. Unfortunately there is nothing to enact those
policies and no assurance, given both trustees expressed views, that
any of those policies will be acted upon at time of rezoning. They
have said in so many ways they intend to ask nothing of forest land
owners. They provide an easy out from an as yet undisclosed
covenant if land is in the PMFL. The covenant they refer to makes no
effort to restrict further subdivision and no third party is to be
involved, so it can change like the wind. This is quite different from
what our current OCP calls for.
Without acting on existing OCP policy and public interest needs
at the critical point of initial rezoning from F1, the opportunity to
protect the forest land base from increasing development, plan for
future road routes and provide for emergency evacuation, trail and
shore access rights of way will be lost. In the end this will result in a
conflict with many OCP objectives, but in particular the Forest
objective of preserving the forest land base.
How? …The only opportunity left after the initial rezoning of F1
lands is to trade such public needs, or amenities, for more and more
density through further amendments and allowances in exchange.

LETTERS, please turn to page 10
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A GALIANO GATE, see ‘Letters’, page 9
LETTERS from page 9
This is what will ultimately work against protecting forest land, its
ecosystems, our groundwater catchment and riparian areas, never
mind the overall density cap on Galiano—if you think long term.
The proposed bylaws 197 and 198 disrespect our present OCP
objectives and should not be considered further. We are overdue for
a proper OCP review and all the Trust resources that go with that.
That should be the GILTC’s priority, not just a quick fix for some
‘people.’
Sheila Anderson, Galiano Island

Re: ‘PMFL already in Effect says Trustee’
Dear Editor:
I agree the PFML is already in affect. It is posed to undermine our
ability to use existing development permit processes if they happen
to apply to lands in the PMFL because the PMFL prevents permits
that can be argued to restrict forestry activities in any way, or so it
seems. Fortunately the PMFL Act does not appear to overrule our
current and pre-existing OCP policies and LUB regulations
regarding dwellings and other structures on forest land. However
the proposed bylaws if passed will invite the PMFL to take control
over more than just our development permit policies. Trustee Roy
Smith is misguided in his initiation of OCP Amending Bylaws 197
and 198 that invite the PMFL in to undermine our OCP in even more
ways.
Further where Trustee Roy Smith wrote that ‘the existing bylaw
sets lot coverage at 2.5 hectares,’ he is in error. There is nothing in

Carbon neutral by 2012?
Local governments from across BC signed a Climate Action
Charter with the Province and the Union of BC Municipalities
today, committing to a goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2012.
Sixty-two communities signed the Charter during
Wednesday’s UBCM session in Vancouver. In addition to a goal
of becoming carbon neutral by 2012, local governments pledged
to measure and report on their community’s greenhouse gas
emissions profile and work to create compact, more energy
efficient communities. Regional district boards and municipal
councils across the province have been considering adoption of
the agreement’s goals over the two weeks leading up to
convention and it is expected more communities will sign-on in
the coming weeks.
Carbon neutrality involves measuring the greenhouse gas
emissions that come from government operations such as

buildings and fleet vehicles and then reducing those emissions to
net zero. Governments achieve carbon neutrality by reducing
emissions where possible, by purchasing carbon offsets to
compensate for its greenhouse gas emissions or by developing
projects to offset emissions. Such projects may include converting
to energy efficient buildings and replacing old fleet vehicles and
buses with hybrids.
UBCM and the provincial government will establish a Joint
Provincial-UBCM Green Communities committee and Green
Communities working groups to define a range of actions that can
affect climate change, build local government capacity to plan and
implement climate change initiatives, support local governments
in taking action to make their operations carbon neutral by 2012,
and share information to support climate change activities. 

our current OCP bylaws that specifies structures can cover 2.5
hectares of area on a forest parcel once rezoned. To suggest such a
thing is utter nonsense and seems intent on misleading the public.
What he is perhaps referring to is just a ‘sample’ covenant
drafted by the previous LTC to improve transparency about the
sustainable forest third party covenant requirements. In this
sample covenant an area of the ‘accessory residential site’ is
described to be identified as the lesser of 2 hectares or 10% of the
parcel identified at rezoning as the ‘residential site’ area. It was to
be excluded from the covenanted area for sustainable forestry.
This allowed for a privacy buffer, or clearing, to let light into the
house site and home garden or orchard. It was a concession
thought reasonable in exchange for the rest of a 20 hectare
minimum-sized lot being protected by a third party covenant. It
did not permit ‘lot coverage’ by structures under current definition
to 2.5 hectares.
Sheila Anderson, Galiano Island

land for development. Among the Gulf Islands, Galiano Island
struggles with similar issues. Draft Bylaws are set for public
hearing on October 27. These bylaws would not only affect 42% of
the island (currently held as forest land), but would also sacrifice
the opportunity to discuss many issues such as beach access, and
emergency access. Twenty-six corporations own 59 of the 96
properties these bylaws would affect.
The proposed bylaws were drafted without essential
information being available, not to mention accurate maps, which
have not even been created for the unfolding of this process.
Galiano Island Parks and Recreation Commission has voiced
concerns, a local fire department has voiced concerns, the
community has voiced concerns, and even the chair of our Local
Trust Committee has voiced concerns. This gives one an uneasy
feeling and makes one question why these bylaws are being
pushed through and why, especially, pushed through before our
Official Community Plan (OCP) Review which is scheduled for
early 2008. The review of the OCP provides an opportunity for the
community to consider necessary changes for growth.
Opposing these bylaws is not against development, but against
unplanned and potentially devastating development that doesn’t
have the community’s future wellbeing at heart on any level, be it
environmental, political, social, or even economical. We must
make community interests heard. Now is time to work for positive
change, not after half of the island is given away.
Orissa Forest, Galiano Island 

End Of Community?

Dear Editor:
On October 26, there will be a concert on Galiano Island to
celebrate ‘A Community’s Voice.’ All to often bylaw changes are
realized without consultation with the community or regard to
their interests. Communities throughout Canada struggle to have
their concerns heard when corporate interests are at stake.
Jordan River, Otter Point and Shirley are up for a huge change
as Western Forest Products prepares 1800 hectares of tree farm

PMFL from page 1
the Islands Trust area, forestland of average slope, accessibility,
and soil type is valued at $1,110 per hectare ($449/acre).
Though the tax rate for managed forest land is higher than
for residential land in most eligible PMFL jurisdictions, the
overall result is still a substantial net reduction in the property
tax bill. There’s the incentive for owners.
In any part of the Trust Area that may be eligible, the assessed
value is well below residential—such ludicrously low assessed
value for land is clearly not based on market value. There’s the
incentive for owners.

Tax Breaks For Protection Made Some
Sense Under The FLR
A tax incentive made some sense when first introduced in the
Forest Land Reserve (FLR) legislation, which preceded the
PMFL. Patterned on the Agricultural Land Reserve, the idea of
the FLR was to recognize the value of the province’s forested
lands (both Crown and private) and to reserve them for forest
use. As evidence of the long-term vision for these lands, the FLR
designation was included on the land title, and the designation
endured even if the land was sold. One of the objectives of the
FLR was to ‘protect the integrity of the working forest land base
by minimizing the impact of urban development and rural area
settlement on forest reserve land.’ There were substantial
penalties for withdrawing the land from the FLR, and the
process was not easy, requiring permission from local
government.

PMFL Is Different
Under the Private Managed Forest Land Act, the use of
forestland is no longer inherent in the land and does not go on
title. And there are no penalties for leaving. An owner can exit at
will, paying some or all of the back taxes but never more than
would have been owed if the land had not been assessed as
Managed Forest. More significantly, the object of preserving the
working forest land base was stripped from the object of the new
PMFL legislation.

So What’s The Point? You Guessed—
Taxes!
If sustainability is no longer the object of BC’s Managed Forest,
what is? Over 900,000 hectares of private forestland in BC is in
Managed Forest tax classification (including PMFL and tree
farm licence), and of this, 92% is owned by ten corporations.
Though these companies cut a lot of trees, as anyone driving
the back roads of Vancouver Island will note, the real money in
these private holdings will come from land development down
the road. Western Forest Products (#6 in Managed Forest land
holdings) recently showed how this works when it pulled 28,000
hectares of private land from tree farm licenses on Vancouver
Island and put more than 1,800 hectares on the real estate
market.
PMFL, please turn to next page
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AUTOMOTIVE

FOR RENT

GSA Auto Rentals
Monthly Rentals
from $525
Mention this ad & get
10% off first month’s
rental.

Rent or Lease
Quality Pre-Owned
Cars & Trucks
We will pick you up
from Ferries & Airport

655-5038
1-800-809-0788

South End, Galiano Island. Quiet
winter rental, November to April.
New
waterfront
timber-frame
cottage, one bedroom and loft.
Included are telephone, hydro, hispeed internet and firewood. No
smoking, no pets, damage deposit.
$1250/mo. 604-309-6738.
2 bedroom modern view home
close to beach. Year-round rental.
South end Galiano Island.
$1000/mo. 604-790-1000 or 604-5946592
Farm cottage rental/work trade
available for reliable, capable, single
person. Sunny, modern, one
bedroom cottage and shop space
available on Hornby Island on
December 1. 250-335-0025

ISLAND EXPLORER
PROPERTY

GSAAUTORENTALS.COM

HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES
WET BASEMENT?
UGLY CRAWLSPACE?
Smelly? Mouldy?•Cold
Floors? No Insulation?

We have solutions
that are permanent
and guaranteed!
Call Today
1-877-379-2768
www.islandbasementsystems.ca

ISLAND
BASEMENT
SYSTEMS

Specializing in…
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for
Sundecks Garage Decks
and Roofdecks
CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

• AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS

MOVED
HOMES

ALLIANCE DRILLING

• 4-WHEEL DRIVE SPECIALIST
• DIFFERENTIALS • CLUTCHES
• NAT’L WARRANTY • COURTESY CARS

House & Cottage Rentals
Now is the time to list that long
term property rental with us!
Licensed Property Management on
the Gulf Islands since 1994.

CUSTOMER PICK-UP &
DELIVERY TO FERRY TERMINAL

PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

TRANSMISSION SERVICE

1-800-774-1417

*

(call for pricing
on trucks and
motor homes)

* Parts, ECO fees and
taxes extra

1-877-655-3707
Local: 655-3707

#3 - 2051 MALAVIEW
(ACROSS FROM SLEGGS)

www.island-explorer.com/pender

PERSONAL
Could Godfrey Miller of Pender
Island formally of Kerrisdale,
Vancouver. Please contact the
writer ASAP, renee_mee@yahoo.ca
regarding mutual friend.

ATTRACTIONS
STOFER

GALLERY
5305 East Road
Denman Island
www.stofergallery.com
stofer@telus.net
250-335-3246
Visa/MC

ART

1-866-606-2237

L

only

.95
39
for cars

$

email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

40+ buildings
available
www.nickelbros.com

MAUI
Vacation Condos
1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views
Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

1 866 834 1600 / 250 391 6107
www.alliancedrilling.ca

COMPLETE WATER
WELL SERVICES

FREE
SCRAP CAR
REMOVAL
Gulf Islands
Victoria • Sooke
Sidney • Duncan

1-250-744-6842

CE VAESE
ANROOFING
Ltd.

N

Road test by qualified
technician
Cleanand inspect
transmission pan
40-point driveline
safety check

• Residential and
commercial well drilling
• Well pump and water
treatment systems
• BC Licenced Driller
since 1994
• FREE on-site consultation
• Hydro fracturing to
improve low yield wells

Well Drillers

Residential &
Commercial
Interior & Exterior

539-5252 or
250-478-6937

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028
Fax 250-383-2198

STANDING SEAM
METAL ROOFING
FO R WATER
COLLECTION
SYSTEMS

Workmanship guaranteed
Quality painting for
over 27 years
BBB & WCB Insured

Bruce Atherton

Servicing the Gulf Islands

Southern Gulf

SIDNEY
TRANSMISSIONS

ARROW
PAINTING

  or
    

MANAGEMENT LTD.

250-654-0230

D. A. SMITHSON
& SONS

• Torch-On Roofing
• Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
• Custom Flashing
• Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
• 6” Water Collection Gutters

1-877-652-0599
Member: Better Business Bureau,
Roofing Contractors Assoc of B.C.

250-883-5453
Environmentally friendly
products

Waterworks
Bulk Water Delivery Ltd

• 3000gals Drinking Water •

www.flynn.ca

FOR SALE
OdorBeGone septic vent air cleaner.
Removes sewer gas coming from
vent stack. Filter lasts 4-5 years,
Canadian company. $79 includes
taxes. 250-373-2272, 539-2550,
www.odorbegone.ca

Tank Filling, Cleaning,
Sales & Rentals
Pool Filling

CRD Health Approved

250-474-7912

MARINE
WATER TAXI
Serving All The
Southern
Gulf Islands

ALSO

Docside Charters

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE

250-217-4488

ISLAND
MARINE
CONSTRUCTIONSERVICES
Docks & Floats • Counter
Balance Systems • Pile
Driving • Custom Aluminum
Ramps and Walkways

Ph: 250-537-9710
Email: ross@islandmarine.ca

www.islandmarine.ca

1-800-800-8608
www.mauisuncoast.com

PMFL from page 10
This should have come as no surprise. At an industry
conference back in 2002, forest owner and consultant Don Avis
noted that the new PMFL regulations ‘may permit better return
from land.’ Looking to the future of forestry, Mr Avis said that he
would like to ‘explore changes to allow the capturing of the
‘highest and best use’ such as the subdivision of large acreage’s
(sic) without prohibitive development costs.’
There we have it, the clearest statement yet of the purpose of
the PMFL legislation. The Managed Forest tax classification is a
tax shelter where forestland can be parked at favourable tax rates
until increasing land values justify putting it on the open real
estate market. Mr Avis was subsequently appointed to the PMFL
Council, which oversees implementation of the PMFL Act and
Regulations. He has since moved on.

The Galiano Case—A Travesty
With the PMFL geared more towards large corporate holdings,
few properties in the Trust Area—about 2,500 hectares
altogether, about 1.5% of the area—have been enrolled in the
PMFL. On Galiano Island, where almost half the Island is zoned
for forestry, more owners have signed up. About 16% of the
island is in the Managed Forest tax classification.
Along the waterfront, with Managed Forest land adjacent to
residentially-taxed forest land, the difference in assessments
between nearby properties can be astounding. An 8-hectare
waterfront forest lot in Managed Forest on Galiano’s northeast
shore is assessed at about $11,000, whereas a similar nearby
forest lot not in Managed Forest is assessed at over $500,000.
The owners of all of Galiano’s 933 hectares of Managed
Forest land contributed only about $16,000 to the tax coffers this
year. That’s about $17 per hectare. That’s for schools, hospital,
police, fire protection, everything. Seventeen dollars a hectare.

What Do We Get For Our Tax Dollars?
What do the other property owners on Galiano receive in return
for providing this tax subsidy? All owners of Managed Forest
must commit to protection of ‘key environmental values’ and to
reforestation after clearcutting.
For example, PMFL regulations specify minimal protections
for fish-bearing streams, but there are no PMFL properties near
Galiano’s only two tiny fish-bearing streams.
PMFL regulations specify minimal protections for licensed
waterworks intakes for drinking water, but there are no licensed

LONGTERM, BUDGET-WORTHY ADS DO THE TRICK! 629-3660

water intakes on Galiano’s streams.
PMFL regulations provide for small bits of land to be set aside
temporarily for protection of critical wildlife habitat, but only if
the Minister requests it and only if no Crown land is nearby,
which means it’s unlikely to happen on Galiano.
In the absence of an tangible benefit, Galiano taxpayers must
wonder why they are subsidizing the twenty-five owners of
Managed Forest land on the island.

Amending Bylaws for Galiano Would
Mean Subsuming To The PMFL
When the Private Managed Forest Land legislation was
introduced, the Union of BC Municipalities expressed concerns
about the infringement of the legislation on local authority for
community planning. The Islands Trust expressed similar
concerns. They were right to be worried. ‘A local government
must not adopt a bylaw ... that would have the effect of
restricting, directly or indirectly, a forest management activity’
(PMFL Act, s. 21). And PMFL Regulations, passed by Order in
Council, specifically define a wide range of industrial,
commercial, and residential activities as ‘forest management
activities.’
The PMFL Act would seem to exempt one class of landowner
from local bylaws and disenfranchising the community.
Decisions that once had to be run by local authorities and
subjected to public hearings are now vested in the hands of the
PMFL Council.
Where local governments did not have bylaws regulating
forestry, the PMFL regulations now apply, and the communities
no longer have a say in forestry activities. Galiano is different.
Because of the community’s long dialogue on the fate of its
forestlands after MacMillan-Bloedel abandoned its Galiano Tree
Farm to the real estate market over 15 years ago, successive local
trust committees have had the opportunity to craft and refine
bylaws to define the nature of forestry on the island.
In keeping with Trust Policies, Galiano’s current Official
Community Plan establishes Development Permit Areas for
forestry activities near riparian areas and limits cutting and
removal of timber to no more than 12 cubic meters per hectare
from any lot in any three-year period. Though not as strict as
some would like, the current bylaws do aim to ensure true
sustainable forestry on the island. Similarly, Galiano’s current

bylaws allow residential use of the forest zone through sitespecific rezoning in which community concerns are aired at
public hearing. Since these local bylaws under the Islands Trust
pre-dated the PMFL legislation, they still hold sway.

Massive Change Could Come Right Now
At its regular meeting earlier this month, the Galiano Local Trust
Committee gave first reading to two bylaws that would effect
sweeping changes to the Island’s forestlands. The careful process
of site-specific rezoning and measured development would be
replaced by a process that focuses on applicants’ needs but fails
to address the wider needs of the community.
Ninety-six forest lots, ranging in size from just over three
hectares to 87 hectares, would be eligible for residential use
without further conditions, other than a ‘sustainable forestry’
covenant yet to be devised. And the 54 lots in Managed Forest
would not even require this covenant.
With Galiano’s current forest protections nullified on
Managed Forest land, the PMFL legislation would then come
into force. Owners could practice industrial forestry, including
clearcutting, herbicide use, pesticide use, road building, blasting,
and soil and aggregate removal, all subsidized by the Galiano
taxpayers.
There’s a deeper issue at play here. For more than 30 years
now the people of these islands and of BC in general have
depended on the Islands Trust Act, and especially on its
‘preserve and protect’ Object, to manage this unique area with
care and grace. And it’s not as if the Islands Trust Act doesn’t
have authority. Back in the ’90s when Galiano’s current forestry
bylaws were challenged, Madam Justice Southin, in among the
reasons for her decision to uphold the bylaws, noted that the
Object of the Islands Trust ‘is not a mere piety’—preserve and
protect truly does mean something.
But the Islands Trust is in the end the sum of its people, the
various trustees elected to their fiduciary responsibility to the
Trust. There must be a strength and integrity there too. Could the
recent Provincial PMFL legislation, with its aim of private
benefit, somehow trump long-standing provincial Islands Trust
legislation and its aim of the protection of a vulnerable group of
islands for the public good? 
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Orcas will be contaminated with PCBs
for more decades, shows study
Orca whales that frequent the coastal waters of
British Columbia and Washington state will not
recover from historic PCB exposures until 2030
or later, according to new environmental
modelling results published last month by
Trent University’s Dr Brendan Hickie and his
colleagues in Environmental Science &
Technology. The study, entitled ‘Killer Whales
Face Protracted Health Risks Associated with
Lifetime Exposure to PCBs,’ developed
environmental models to estimate PCB
concentrations in two populations of orcas
during the period from 1930 forward to 2030,
both within a lifetime (about 50 years) and
across generations, and then evaluated these in
the context of health effects thresholds
established for marine mammals.
‘PCB concentrations in these killer whale
populations likely peaked in the early 1970s

when PCB production ceased with the onset of
environmental regulations, but their
concentrations have only declined slowly since
then,’ explained Dr Hickie, who is an assistant
professor in the Environmental & Resource
Studies program at Trent. ‘Concentrations in
the threatened northern resident population
may fall to acceptable levels by about 2030
while the endangered southern resident
population may only reach that point by 2060.’
Dr Hickie and his colleagues conclude that
persistent contaminants such as PCBs may
hinder the recovery of endangered killer whale
populations by increasing vulnerability to
infectious disease, reducing reproductive
performance, and impeding normal growth and
development.
‘Nursing mothers pass on PCBs in their fatrich milk, so calves can have some of the highest

Power line tree pruning
and hazard tree removals.

G E N E R AT I O N S

hen was the last time you were price of gas, most of us will be trying to reduce
almost injured on island roads? our use of cars. There will be more walkers,
Everyone has a new story whenever cyclists and scooters on our roads, and a move
one meets for a coffee. Sadly, in some stories the towards community transportation. While
word ‘almost’ has been removed. It is not small community buses are a consideration,
difficult to discover why our roads are most islands will need a population
becoming a major source of discussion and approaching that of Salt Spring to make them
concern. Island roads were originally built to economically viable. In the meantime, we could
carry relatively small
numbers of vehicles,
which were slower,
smaller and virtually
owned the road. There
was never a thought
about cycling and
walking paths, and the
verges, if they existed,
were close to deep
ditches.
Today, our islands
have experienced a
large increase in
population, and many
residents
own
a
number of vehicles.
The demand for
buildings and goods
has resulted in the
increasing use of
heavy trucks, which
are unsuited to our
narrow roads, tight
bends and steep hills.
Combine this increase
in traffic with a
dangerous mixture of
speed, more cyclists A PENDER ISLAND HERITAGE ROAD
and more walkers, and
it is not hard to understand that important try out ‘Car Stops.’
Car Stops, instead of Bus Stops, are clearly
changes have to be made.
There is a need for a rethinking of the way identifiable places throughout an island, where
we use our roads. It is very clear that once we people can wait, if they wish, to get a lift. The
are behind the wheel of a vehicle we do not see stops would have a Car Stop sign, and a legal
walkers and cyclists in the same way that we see disclaimer that would indemnify drivers. The
people in cars. Although most of us would deny result would be a reduction in single occupancy
that a person with, or without, a bicycle is a vehicles; an easing of parking problems at
lesser person than the one who drives a vehicle, shopping centers, ferry stations and halls, safer
we often behave as though that is the case. roads and a possible increase in community
While we are ready to patiently remain behind spirit.
We need to identify the dangerous sections
another slower moving vehicle while traveling
along a narrow or winding road, if the of our roads: the blind corners, the steep hills
obstruction is a walker or a person on a bicycle, and the lack of verges. Then, we need positive
we will overtake them, even when another action to develop more paths, to create safe
vehicle is approaching from the opposite shoulders, especially on hills, and to have clear
direction. Perhaps we value the car more than road markings. We can do these things without
huge expenditure. We can do it if we have the
the person?
With a predicted ongoing increase in the will. 

W

0907-984

BC Hydro crews, Qualiﬁed Tree Service, Asplundh Canada ULC, and Davey Tree Service Ltd.
will be working on the project. The crews are skilled workers trained in both electrical safety
and tree care. BC Hydro will be contacting Salt Spring Island and Pender Islands residents
before any cutting takes place on private property, and local government for regional
property. The work will be conducted along roadways which could result in single-lane trafﬁc
and possible delays. We ask that you be cautious and reduce speed near the crews and the
trafﬁc control ﬂaggers.

F O R

those developed for this study are important
tools for conservationists and regulators to
establish benchmarks against which to evaluate
the effectiveness of legislation and programs
designed to protect wildlife species. Since 1995,
Trent University has been home to the
Canadian Environmental Modelling Centre
which develops specialized computer programs
to accurately predict the fate of chemicals in the
natural environment. 

Barry Mathias

As part of ongoing work to improve the resiliency and safety of its distribution system,
BC Hydro is now undertaking a signiﬁcant hazard tree removal program along power lines on
Salt Spring Island and Pender Islands. A hazard tree is one that is defective, has an imminent
potential to fail, and is likely to hit power lines when it falls. The program will occur over the
fall and winter, and the work will take place on weekdays between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.

www.bchydro.com

concentrations found in these populations.’
The study also found that first-born calves
receive a larger dose of PCBs than their siblings,
and that mothers deplete much of their store of
PCBs in their blubber by passing them on to
their offspring. Male killer whales have no
similar mechanism to off-load PCBs and
continue to accumulate them from their food
throughout their long lives.
The use of environmental models such as
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Time for a Change on the Roads

Where: Salt Spring Island
and Pender Islands
When: Weekdays, 8 a.m. and 6 p.m.

While the hazard tree removal program will not eliminate outages, it will help BC Hydro in
minimizing the frequency of power outages. If you would like more information about this
project, tree removals, or information on wood chip availability, please call our vegetation
services line 1 877 430-TREE (1 877 430-8733).
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